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It's here! DJI Osmo Action - the answer to the question we've been asking ourselves for at least a year: can something
be done even better in sports cameras? DJI showed me yes. Whether you want to record your world from behind the
lens or be the star of the recording yourself, the Osmo Action dual screens will let you capture everything with the touch
of a button. The expressive front display allows you to effortlessly frame the shot in any setting, while the back provides
a crystal-clear picture. This durable, versatile camera is equipped with advanced technology that will allow you to devote
your time only to enjoying the moment. RockSteady - Made for movement After years of providing filmmakers around
the world with advanced and reliable stabilization technology, DJI has gone a step further. RockSteady combines EIS
(electronic image stabilization) with complex algorithms to provide stable, shock-free video, no matter how dynamic the
recording is. More dynamic recordings in HDR mode Significantly increase the dynamic range of the footage when
recording using HDR. This recording mode provides natural transitions between lit and dark areas,
recording
details that
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are often lost in complex lighting environments. Choose your best shot Osmo Action has high quality 4K / 60kl./s and
100Mbps video. This ensures that the footage always reproduces your scenery faithfully, maintaining sharp details.
Action OS is an extremely fast, interactive system that combines an efficient, streamlined user interface with three
available buttons for fast and flexible operation. Power on, recording and setting modes can be done in a snap. QS
button The QS button provides easy and quick access to modes and settings. It has many options, including options
that allow you to switch between the front and rear screens, change modes and choose custom settings. SnapShot
SnapShot guarantees that you'll never miss a single moment. Press the shutter button to turn on the power and start
recording in less than two seconds. Pressing the shutter button once while the camera is in sleep mode or off, activates
the programmed recording modes. Voice control Five voice commands mean that basic functions, such as filming,
taking photos and switching off the device, do not require any effort. Water resistance and durability With a waterproof
seal and a hydrophobic coating on the rear touch screen, Osmo Action is waterproof at depths of up to 11 meters,
making it the perfect underwater companion. The lens has three aspherical layers that effectively reduce glare and
distortion, providing crystal-clear images even in direct sunlight. A protective coating that protects against fingerprints on
the lens filter cap repels oil, water, dirt and other small particles, allowing you to continue filming, even in difficult
conditions and on rough terrain. In turn, universal batteries work perfectly even at extremely low temperatures (up to -10
degrees). Powerful cooling system Thanks to a 16% increase in efficiency, this carefully designed heat exchange
system allows the heat to be dissipated quickly, making it possible to record for a long time. DJI Mimo App The DJI
Mimo app is equipped with intuitive editing features and tools, so you can get the most out of Osmo Action. History
templates allow you to edit and instantly share exciting events from your life on social media. Note: Results achieved in
a controlled environment; performance may vary depending on the environment, usage, and firmware. Technical
parameters â€¢ matrix: 1 / 2.3 "CMOS, 12 MP â€¢ lens: f / 2.8 â€¢ stabilization: EIS / RockSteady â€¢ screens: rear - 2.25 ",
325 ppi, 750 ? 50 cd / m? Resolution 640 × 360 px / front - 1.4", 300 ppi, 750 ? 50 cd / m? â€¢ operating modes: Standard /
Underslung / Flashlight â€¢ video modes: C 4K (16: 9): 60/50/48/30/25/24 fps 4K (4: 3): 30/25/24 fps 2.7K (16: 9):
60/50/48/30/25/24 fps 2.7K (4: 3): 30/25/24 fps 1080p: 240/200/120/100/60/50/48/30/25/24 fps 720p: 240/200 fps â€¢
power supply: 1300 mAh LiPo 3.85 V â€¢ dimensions: 65 x 42 x 35 mm â€¢ weight: 134 g Warranty 24 months
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